Introduction
With the development of science and production technology, wind turbine structure equipment more and more complexs, once the wind turbines created failure it will cause huge economic losses, it is necessary to created a fault diagnosis system can quickly find the cause of the fault,in order to quickly treatment. In recent years, with the rapid development of artificial intelligence technology,resulting in a fault diagnosis method based on knowledge, this method does not require precise mathematical model due to the object, but also has some "smart" characteristics, so it has been widely used [1] . Knowledge-based fault diagnosis method can be divided into: expert system fault diagnosis: fuzzy fault diagnosis; fault tree for fault diagnosis; neural network fault diagnosis [2] [3] . Neural network fault diagnosis method due to have parallel computing, self-organization and nonlinear mapping ability, so in fault diagnosis has been widely studied and applied [4] . But the BP neural network in the practical application of the following shortcomings:One can not identify the redundant information; the second is unable to identify new fault samples; the third is for a complex system, the training required for a long time, not conducive to real-time diagnostics [5] . Rough set theory does not require any a priori knowledge to the uncertain, inconsistent and incomplete multi-source information for effective analysis and processing, but also to discover hidden knowledge which reveals the internal laws, the use of attribute reduction theory diagnostic process a large number of redundant features reduction, so the introduction of rough set theory in neural network fault diagnosis can reduce the input dimension of the neural network, it improve the accuracy of diagnosis, reduce training time, but the rough set method sensitive to the noise and inaccurate classification problems exist the large noiseenvironments,,while the neural network will have the ability to suppression the noise [6] . Therefore, combined the rough set theory and neural networks to improve the accuracy of diagnosis is necessary.
The basic idea of rough set-BP neural network fault diagnosis is: extracting failures date form the SCADA system, after a preliminary analysis get the fault feature sample of pitch system; the pitch system features characteristic parameters as a condition property, the corresponding fault category as the decision attribute,construct an initial sample decision table; then discrete the samples by SOM algorithm and intervals encodes to get a decision table, and then get most simple decision table after the attribute reduction algorithm by difference matrix; finally, the minimum condition attribute as BP neural network input neurons after reduction of rough ,the type of fault as a neural network output unit, configured BP neural network,then learning and training the network make it has association and memory function;after the training completion , input the failure samples to the trained neural network, finally get the type of fault.Fault diagnosis process shown in Fig.1 : 
Rough set theory
The basic idea of rough set attribute reduction: R indiscernible relation to division the knowledge of domain U , composition a knowledge representation system K = (U, R), use of approximation set and lower approximation approaching the object;check the decision table for delete the duplicate rules; then use the following attribute reduction algorithm for attribute reduction,get the simplified decision table; final consistency inspection again of the decision table , repeatability and deleting unimportant text lines to achieve the reduction of space vector [7] . Moreover, because the rough set theory only analysis and processing to the discrete attribute value, while the characteristic parameters of pitch systems most of continuous quantity. Hence before the reduction need discrete processing,this paper uses SOM algorithm for data discrete processing.
The most commonly used attribute reduction method is based on heuristic of difference matrix for attribute reduction [7] [8] :
(1) Construct difference matrix (M)base on information systems , ij m is defined as follows：
(5)Select any one of the conditions f of property does not belong to A, For } {f
(6)End of the algorithm, output the knowledge reduction set.
BP neural network
BP neural network is a multilayer feedforward neural network, the basic idea is : signal feedforwar: the input signal from the input layer, hidden layer through layer by layer processing until the output layer, each layer neuron state only affects the next layer neuron state; error backpropagation: if one neuron output layer is not obtain the expected output, then the error value feedback to enter back propagation stage, according to the prediction error to adjust the network weights and threshold, so that the predicted output of BP neural network constantly approaching the desired output [9] . BP neural network training process as follows [10] : (1)Network initialization. According to the number of input and output samples to determine the input layer nodes n, hidden layer nodes h, the output layer nodes c; the connection weights ij w between the input layer and the hidden layer, the connection weights jk w between the hidden layer and output layer , the hidden layer threshold is a, the output layer threshold is b, the random number is initialized to a minimum. Given the learning rate h and neuronal excitation functions. Collecting representative of failure data 300 groups around the pitch system failure from the SCADA system, all normalized to the interval [0,1], with which 200 sets of data as training samples, and the remaining 100 sets of data as test data. Select three common faults from pitch system as follows: fault 1: pitch motor high temperature ,which trigger condition is the pitch motor temperature higher than 150 degrees continuous 3s; fault 2: pitch encoder fault , which trigger condition is the wind detected pitch rotary encoder output values overflow signal; fault 3: pitch capacitor voltage imbalance fault, its trigger condition is a low voltage capacitor pitch, duration 3s larger than the capacitance of the high pitch plus half the voltage 4V, fans reported this fault; these three fault as the decision attribute,in decision table with g1, g2, g3 represent. According to the fault trigger conditions selected fault characteristic parameters about 15: wind speed, generator speed, power, # 1pitch angle , # 2 pitch angle, # 3pitch angle , # 1 pitch rate change # 2 paddle rate, # 3pitch rate , # 1 pitch cabinet capacitor high voltage, 2 # pitch cabinet capacitor high voltage, 3 , the minimum simplified decision table is   }  {   13  10  9  5  ,  3  2  1   ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  c  c  c  c  c  c  c  ，As shown in table 2:   Table 2 Minimum simplified decision table  Fault  samples   Condition attributes  fault type  c 1  c 2  c 3  c 5  c 9  c 10  c 13  1  1  3  2  0  2  3  2  g1  2  1  3  2  0  2  3  2  g1  3  0  1  2  0  1  3  0  g2  4  1  3  2  0  1  3  2  g1  5  0  1  2  0 
Build fault diagnosis model
(1)Setting network parameters: condition attribute simples is 7, so the input layer of the neural network innum = 7, select the pitch system of three failures, so neural network output layer outnum = 3, error precision is set to 0.0001 ; because the hidden layer nodes have no precise theoretical basis, so after a preliminary test, the hidden layer node midnum = 10. During training, there is no laws of the change experimental error , the success of network training to go through a lot of work to verify. The entire training process requires repeated testing, repeatedly try different combinations of excitation functions, and ultimately select the hidden layer activation function for logsig; after parameter setting, initialize the network weights (2)Weights and thresholds adjustments: reverse transfer function of neural networks is continuously adjusted the process of error weights, the program to achieve is following: dw1(k,j)=FI(j)*x(k)*(e(1)*w2(j,1)+e(2)*w2(j,2)+e(3)*w2(j,3)); db1(j)=FI(j)*(e(1)*w2(j,1)+e(2)*w2(j,2)+e(3)*w2(j,3)); （3）Figure 2 is a rough set-BP neural network method predictions results Fig.4 we can clearly see: use of rough sets-BP neural network method the error is smaller; we can summary that the model application is effective. (5)In order to more clearly reflect the difference between the two method, the table 5 will shown the BP neural network classification accuracy and the rough set-BP neural network accuracy compares results: Table 5 5 shows that the rough set-BP neural network method for pitch fault diagnosis system, the type of fault is higher accuracy rate. (6)Form the SCADA system get 10 groups pitch motor temperature high fault data , input to the fault diagnosis model to obtain results as shown in Table 6 : Table 6 Diagnostic results Diagnostic results g1 g2 g3 0.0049 0.9801 0.0150 Analysis: the table 6 shown that use of rough sets-BP neural network get the results of fault diagnosis is g2, which is pitch motor temperature fault,the actual results and fault diagnosis has consistent.It's result indicate that the method has a higher effectiveness.
Summary
Considering the ambiguity and uncertainty of wind turbine pitch systems between the cause of the fault and the fault symptom , so make full use of the rough theoretical advantages in dealing with incomplete information is uncertain terms, make the rough set theory and BP neural network combining fault diagnosis method is introduced in wind turbine pitch system. Diagnostic analysis through the application of a wind turbine pitch system actual failure data, indicating that the fault diagnosis method can effectively improve the diagnostic accuracy of the neural network, compensate for the lack of traditional BP neural network. The fault diagnosis method for dealing with large volumes of data, the structure of the complex fault diagnosis of wind turbines has some practical value.
